Converge voice and data traffic over a single IP network connection using your IP-PBX system to enjoy the productivity benefits of Voice over IP and Unified Communications. Reduce costs, simplify operations, and boost your network capacity with SIP Trunking.

The award-winning SIP Trunking Service from XO uses your existing IP-PBX phone system to bring voice, data and Internet together over one IP network connection.

Based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), a SIP trunk manages the voice and data traffic between your IP-PBX system, the XO IP network and the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).

Powerful features such as Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation and Voice Compression allow you to efficiently manage voice communications and bandwidth.

With this connection, you can make phone calls from your IP-PBX device without additional physical wiring, and eliminate the costs of maintaining separate circuits for both voice and data. XO SIP Trunking integrated access enables you to realize greater economies of scale as you simplify the management and maintenance of your communications infrastructure.

**BENEFITS**

- Reduce costs
- Simplify communications infrastructure
- Enjoy fast and reliable service quality
- Count on lab-certified interoperability with leading IP-PBX systems
- Gain flexibility to choose from multiple calling plans and calling features
- Easily use Unified Communications capabilities
- Call free locally and site-to-site among your locations
- Combine voice and data over a single circuit

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR XO REPRESENTATIVE, VISIT XO.COM OR CALL 866.349.0134
Simplify and Boost Capacity

With SIP Trunking Service from XO, your company gains advantages such as:

- Access to the national XO IP network and the PSTN without having to make costly protocol conversions that consume bandwidth and hamper employee productivity

- Efficient use of your connection to support data traffic whenever priority voice lines are idle

- The flexibility to select from connection speeds ranging from 1.5 Mbps to 45 Mbps

- More simultaneous voice calls over the same bandwidth using Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation and Voice Compression features

- Free unlimited local calling and on-net calling

Business Continuity

To ensure that your employees can be reached by phone even during a disaster situation, you can take advantage of the Automatic Call Routing feature. This feature—easily controlled by your network administrators through the secure, myXO™ customer portal—enables you to automatically redirect calls to alternative phone numbers to reduce the possibility of missed calls.

Easily Adopt Unified Communications

In addition, using XO SIP Trunking Service, you can extend your Unified Communications capabilities. Help employees be more productive and provide timely response to customers. Since the SIP protocol is incorporated into devices such as smartphones and laptops, employees can use the optional, XO WorkTime™ Unified Communications and mobility application to collaborate with co-workers and enjoy integrated, real-time communications.

Nationwide Coverage

XO serves more than 2,900 cities and 80 percent of the major metropolitan markets across the United States with VoIP and SIP trunking services.
Standard Features

The standard features of SIP service include:

- **Simple pricing**—for voice and data that is based on bandwidth requirements regardless of the number of lines or sessions
- **Choice of long distance calling plans**
- **Local Direct Inward Dialing Numbers (DIDs)**
- **Dedicated Internet Access**
- **Managed router**
- **Easy management of calling features using the secure myXO™ customer portal.**

In addition, SIP service includes Operator Services, E911, Directory Assistance and compliance with Communications Assistance for Law Enforcement Act (CALEA) requirements.

Optional Features

Do more with less when you take advantage of these optional features:

- **Voice Compression**—allows you to make more simultaneous calls over the same bandwidth
- **Virtual DID Numbers**—enables callers outside of your calling area to make local calls to reach you, an ideal feature when you serve many markets from one location and maintain a local presence in those markets
- **Auto Attendant**—fields calls and delivers them to the intended destination
- **Call Center**—helps you establish technical assistance lines, customer support numbers or order-taking centers
- **Voice VPN**—lets your business configure private dialing plans for on-net call routing
- **Automatic Call Routing**—a business continuity option that automatically redirects an incoming call to an alternate number in the rare event of an unforeseen interruption in service
- **Additional Foreign Exchange Station (FXS) lines**—provide you with optional lines directed from the managed router and typically by-passing the IP-PBX for fax, alarms or modems
- **Verified and Non-Verified Account Codes**
- **XO WorkTime™ Unified Communications and mobility application**

Energize and Extend Your Communications

Tap the power of SIP Trunking Service from XO to reduce your telecom costs, simplify networking, gain business-class nationwide VoIP coverage at competitive rates, and easily use integrated, real-time Unified Communications.

*XO Communications* provides the technology that helps business and wholesale customers compete in a hyper-connected economy. In the U.S., XO owns and operates one of the largest IP and Ethernet networks that customers rely on for private data networking, cloud connectivity, Unified Communications and voice, Internet access, and managed services.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT YOUR XO REPRESENTATIVE, VISIT XO.COM OR CALL 866.349.0134
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